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Summary 
 

The actinomycete genus Amycolatopsis currently contains 34 validly described species. 

However, Tan et al. (2006) recently isolated and characterised numerous novel 

Amycolatopsis strains, and in doing so showed that the genus Amycolatopsis is grossly 

underspeciated. Amycolatopsis encompasses strains that produce medically and 

commercially important secondary metabolites, such as the antibiotic vancomycin 

produced by Amycolatopsis orientalis 158 and rifamycin produced by Amycolatopsis 

mediterranei 121. Genomic analyses of several Amycolatopsis strains showed that the 

antibiotic biosynthetic potential within this genus may be much larger than presently 

recognised 7 155. 

The continued development and discovery of novel antibiotics is essential, 

especially in light of the alarming recurrence of pathogenic micro-organisms that are 

resistant to a broad range of unrelated antibiotics 156. Therefore, genera like 

Amycolatopsis need to be further explored. In order to do so, there will also be a great 

need for genetic tools and cloning vectors that allow us to manipulate and regulate the 

genes involved in secondary metabolite production, and for construction of overproducing 

strains. The 13.3 kb element pMEA300 of A. methanolica has already been successfully 

used for this purpose. E. coli - A. methanolica shuttle vectors have been constructed 

from pMEA300 and used to clone several genes involved in glucose and methanol 

metabolism and in aromatic amino acid biosynthesis of A. methanolica 3 48 150. 

pMEA300 groups into a class that consists of integrative and conjugative elements 

(ICEs) 22 of several actinomycetes 114. These actinomycete ICEs (AICEs) are maintained 

integrated site-specifically in a tRNA gene in the host chromosome, but unlike other ICEs, 

they have the ability to replicate autonomously like a plasmid. The majority are self-

transmissible and a number of them can mobilise chromosomal markers 14 21 52 97 128 145. 

However, genes encoding clear beneficial functions for the physiology of the hosts are 

not, or very rarely, found on these elements. Only a few AICEs have been characterised 

in detail and little is known about their distribution in actinomycetes and their role in the 

evolution of their host.  

The aim of this thesis was to unravel the ecophysiological role of pMEA-like 

elements and to increase our knowledge about their putative role in modulating host 

genome diversity and HGT. We therefore studied the functional properties, origin and 

evolution of pMEA300 and related elements. In addition, characterisation of these 

elements is important for the development of genetic tools that allow the transfer, 

manipulation and expression of genes encoding the biosynthetic enzymes for interesting 

secondary metabolites, and for construction of overproducing strains. 
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RepAM of the pMEA-elements belongs to a novel class of replication initiator 

proteins 

Complete nucleotide sequencing in combination with deletion studies revealed that orfB 

of pMEA300 is essential for autonomous replication in its host 146 and most likely encodes 

the Rep protein. However, the amino acid sequence of OrfB does not display similarity to 

previously known Rep proteins, but is highly similar to uncharacterised ORFs of two other 

AICEs, pMEA100 of A. mediterranei and pSE211 of Saccharopolyspora erythraea, and to 

a prophage-like protein of Mycobacterium tuberculosis bacteriophage ΦRv2 50. 

 In Chapter II we have shown that OrfB, now designated RepAM, is the replication 

initiator protein of pMEA300 and that it has unique DNA-binding properties. Binding 

studies with purified RepAM protein revealed that RepAM binds to multiple identical 8 bp 

repeats at the 3’ end of its own coding sequence. The repeat sequences within this 

putative ori can form a 138 bp stable secondary hairpin structure. Interestingly, similar 

structures with multiple identical 8 bp repeats were found at the 3’ end of the putative 

replication initiator genes of pMEA100 and pSE211. All three hairpin structures contain a 

consensus sequence that is similar to the nicking site (5'-CTTGAT-3') of the pC194 type 

RCR family of plasmids 43 to which the majority of actinomycete RCR plasmids belong. 

Binding of RCR Rep proteins to the DSO may cause bending of the DNA and/or the 

generation of a hairpin structure in which the nicking site is located in the single-

stranded loop 64. Similarly, the putative nicking sites of pMEA300, pMEA100 and pSE211, 

are located within unpaired regions of the hairpin structures, and are directly flanked by 

the 8 bp inverted repeats. The presence of a hairpin structure and pC194-like nicking site 

in the putative DSO, suggests that pMEA300 replicates via the RCR mechanism. 

However, the presence of multiple identical RepAM binding sites and the location of the 

DSO at the 3’ end of repAM are atypical for RCR plasmids. Furthermore, pMEA300 (13.3 

kb), pSE211 (17.2 kb) and pMEA100 (23.3 kb) are believed to be too large for the RCR 

mechanism due to structural instability of large ssDNA intermediates 49. Interestingly, the 

largest element pMEA100 encodes a SSB (Chapter IV). Host-encoded SSBs coat ssDNA 

intermediates during RCR 65, protecting them against nuclease attack and formation of 

undesired secondary structures 40. The pMEA100-encoded SSB may prevent a shortage 

of host SSBs in protecting its large ssDNA intermediates during autonomous replication. 

The other, smaller, AICEs do not encode SSBs, suggesting that their host SSB pool is 

sufficient for stabilising the ssDNA replication intermediates of these elements. 

Besides the presence of a hairpin structure and the pC194-like nicking site in the 

RepAM binding region, RepAM and its homologues on pMEA100 and pSE11 are not 

related to known RCR proteins. They lack consensus sequences typical for these RCR 

proteins, such as motifs of the catalytic domain or of a putative metal-binding domain 33 
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55. The elements are also devoid of Rep proteins and structural features like iterons as 

found in theta-replicating plasmids 33.  

 

Distribution of pMEA-like AICEs 

We were interested in the prevalence and distribution of this new class of pMEA-like 

AICEs amongst members of the genus Amycolatopsis. The large number of 

Amycolatopsis strains isolated from different geographical locations by Tan et al. (2006) 

offered an ideal collection for this purpose and was screened for the presence of pMEA-

specific repAM and traJ sequences, encoding proteins essential for replication and 

conjugative transfer. This study showed that pMEA-sequences are more widely 

distributed among Amycolatopsis and revealed a very interesting geographical 

distribution (Chapter III). 

Homologues of repAM and traJ were found in 10 and 26 out of 111 investigated 

strains, respectively, indicating that pMEA-sequences, although not abundant, are widely 

distributed amongst members of the genus Amycolatopsis.  

Some strains only had a repAM sequence and several strains only had a traJ 

sequence, suggesting that these genes are not necessarily linked. It is likely that traJ has 

become associated with a different type of replication initiation protein and vice versa, 

emphasising the mosaic structure of mobile genetic elements (MGEs) 108 that is also 

found in the AICEs (Chapter IV). 

Phylogenetic analysis of deduced pMEA-related RepAM and TraJ protein sequences 

revealed clustering with the protein sequences of pMEA300 or pMEA100. Furthermore, 

two geographically distinct populations of pMEA-like elements could be distinguished; one 

was found in isolates from Europe and the other in isolates from Australia and Asia. The 

16S rRNA gene phylogenetic tree of the Amycolatopsis strains showed a similar 

distribution. Apparently, Amycolatopsis dispersed at some point in its evolution, giving 

rise to the Australasian and European lineages. The linkage between the repAM and traJ 

genes and the 16S rRNA gene indicates that pMEA-elements mainly coevolved with their 

host in an integrated form. HGT of the freely replicating form would have given a much 

weaker linkage between the chromosomal identifier and the pMEA-sequences.  

Isolation and analysis of Amycolatopsis strains from other parts of the world may 

reveal whether the pMEA-elements consist of two distinct groups or whether additional 

geographical groups exist. 

 

The origin and evolution of pMEA-elements and other AICEs 

The 13.3 kb element pMEA300 of A. methanolica has been sequenced previously 

(GenBank accession no. L36679) and several deletion studies have identified genes 

involved in replication, regulation, integration and conjugation 146-149.  
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Recently, the complete genome sequence of Sac. erythraea NRRL23338 was determined 
106, and shown to include the AICEs pSE211 (17.2 kb) and pSE101 (10.9 kb). In addition 

to pMEA300, pMEA100 of A. mediterranei is the only other known Amycolatopsis AICE.  

To study the relationship between the pMEA-elements we determined the 

nucleotide sequence of pMEA100 and performed a structural and evolutionary 

comparison to the other pMEA-like elements, and to other AICEs. This comparative 

analysis provides a better understanding of the origin and evolution of these elements, 

and their functional properties. 

The 23.3 kb element pMEA100 has an average G+C content of 68.5 mol%, which 

is similar to that of the other pMEA-elements. ORF prediction revealed 27 ORFs and the 

majority of the closest homologues for the pMEA100-encoded proteins were found within 

the actinomycetes. Seven proteins lacked significant homology to known proteins in the 

protein databases and one protein was similar to a Ralstonia eutropha-encoded protein. 

Analysis of the Sac. erythraea genome sequence revealed the presence of two 

putative AICEs in addition to the previously identified pSE211 and pSE101 elements. The 

first of these new elements (~20.5 kb) was designated pSE222 and encodes proteins 

related to those of the pMEA-like elements and of other AICEs. The second integrated 

element (~11.7 kb) is remarkably similar to pSE101, and was therefore designated 

pSE102. 

Several proteins are encoded on all AICEs, such as an integrase and a GntR- or 

XRE-family transcriptional regulator as well as an attachment site attP, directly 

downstream of the integrase gene. Most AICEs also encode an excisionase, a protein 

involved in conjugal transfer, and a Nudix hydrolase. One or two proteins involved in 

replication are encoded by all AICEs, although many of the replication proteins are not 

related to each other. The novel replication initiator protein RepAM (Chapter II) is only 

encoded by pMEA300, pMEA100, and pSE211. The other three elements of Sac. 

erythraea, pSE101, pSE102 and pSE222, lack a repAM-related gene and apparently 

encode other replication genes instead. In that sense, they are not genuine pMEA-

elements, but are clearly pMEA-related, with a similar overall organisation, and several 

other common genes and structural features. Interestingly, despite the lack of a RepAM 

homologue, pSE101 and its close relative pSE102 both contain a pMEA-specific hairpin 

structure that is highly similar (80 and 86%, respectively) to the hairpin structure of 

pSE211. The hairpin structures are located directly downstream of the putative xis genes 

and also contain the multiple 8 bp repeats and putative nicking sites as described for the 

pMEA-elements. However, since the replication proteins of pSE101 and pSE102 are 

clearly distinct from the pMEA-encoded RepAM proteins, it remains unclear whether they 

also use the conserved hairpin structure as ori or whether they use an alternative ori. 

The presence of a small orf directly upstream and convergently transcribed from korA (an 
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XRE-family regulator gene in case of pSE222) is a feature that all the pMEA-related 

elements have in common. No homologues of this small protein (59 to 69 aa) were found 

on the other AICEs or in the databases, suggesting that these proteins are specific for the 

pMEA-related elements. Predictions of transmembrane helices performed with the online 

program TMHMM predicted a signal peptide for all six proteins, suggesting that they are 

secreted.  

Element-specific genes are mainly found on the three larger elements pMEA100, 

pSE222 and pSE211, and mostly encode hypothetical proteins with unknown function. 

Interestingly, pSE102 encodes a putative aminoglycoside phosphotransferase protein. 

Such proteins are known to confer resistance to various aminoglycoside antibiotics. The 

pSE102-encoded APH may therefore give the host a predictable beneficial phenotype, i.e. 

antibiotic resistance. 

One of the most striking features of the pMEA-elements is their highly conserved 

modular organisation. Four functional modules could be distinguished, mediating 

excision/integration, replication, conjugation and regulation. The conserved modular 

organisation was also found on three other sequenced AICEs, SLP1 of Streptomyces 

coelicolor A3(2), pSAM2 of Streptomyces ambofaciens and pMR2 of Micromonospora 

rosaria. The excision/integration and replication modules most likely originate from 

bacteriophages. The integration system of the pMEA-like elements, and that of other 

members of the AICE class, is very similar to that of temperate bacteriophages 15. RepAM 

of pMEA100, pSE211 and pMEA300 are 34-41% identical to a ΦRv2 prophage protein 

(Rv2655c) of Myc. tuberculosis. Similar to the pMEA-elements, the gene encoding 

Rv2655c can be found directly upstream of an excisionase and an integrase and ΦRv2 

also integrates in one of the tRNA genes 12. The conjugation and regulatory modules of 

the pMEA-like elements most likely have a bacterial/plasmid origin: homologues can be 

found in many other bacterial species and do not appear to be phage-related. Flanking 

these conserved modules, highly variable regions are present, often with lower G+C and 

encoding non-actinomycete proteins. 

 

Several pMEA-encoded proteins are highly related, such as the replication proteins of 

pMEA300, pSE211 and pMEA100, and the excisionases and integrases of pMEA100, 

pSE211, pSE101 and pSE102. However, many of the other proteins encoding similar 

functions show weak or no significant sequence similarity to each other. The elements 

either have a different evolutionary origin and converged to functionally similar elements, 

or have a common ancestor and diverged later in time. The observation that several 

elements share highly related proteins suggests that exchange of modules or genes has 

occurred between the elements. 
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Concluding remarks 
 

The pMEA-elements form a novel group of AICEs 

The data reported in this thesis show that pMEA300, pMEA100 and pSE211, the pMEA-

elements, form a novel group within the AICEs, based on several unique characteristics. 

A core characteristic of the pMEA-elements is the presence of the novel replication 

initiator protein RepAM that displays no amino acid sequence similarity to any previously 

known Rep protein. Recent analysis revealed a highly similar protein (YP_001536110; 

~59% identity to the RepAM of pMEA300) encoded on an AICE remnant (Sare1208) on 

the genome of Salinispora arenicola (Fig. 1C). The RepAM proteins are also related to 

hypothetical proteins of Mycobacterium sp. MCS and Mycobacterium vanbaalenii PYR-1, 

and to a possible prophage ΦRv2 protein of M. tuberculosis. The putative ori of 

replication of pMEA300 has an atypical location, i.e. at the 3’ end of repAM, and contains 

a stable hairpin structure with several 8 bp repeats to which RepAM specifically binds 

(Chapter II). Similar hairpin structures with multiple identical 8 bp repeats are also 

present on pMEA100, pSE211 and on the AICE remnant of Sal. arenicola, and on pSE101 

and pSE102. However, the Rep proteins of the latter two elements are clearly distinct 

from the pMEA-encoded RepAM proteins and share no significant sequence similarity. It 

is not known whether they also use the conserved hairpin structure as ori for replication 

or whether they use an alternative ori. Besides functioning as ori, the unique location of 

the RepAM binding site also hints at a regulatory role for the expression of RepAM, or of 

Xis that is located directly downstream of RepAM in case of the pMEA-elements.  

An additional interesting feature of the pMEA-elements is the presence of a small 

ORF that is directly upstream and convergently transcribed from a GntR- or XRE-family 

transcriptional regulator. TMHMM analysis of its amino acid sequence predicts a signal 

peptide suggesting that this protein is either secreted or associated with the cell 

membrane. No homologues of these ORFS were found in databases, suggesting that they 

are pMEA-specific. Its function is currently unknown. 

 

pMEA-sequences show a clear geographical distribution 

Screening of a collection of more than 100 Amycolatopsis strains for repAM and traJ 

sequences that had been isolated from different geographical locations around the world 

revealed that pMEA-sequences are more widely distributed. Two geographically distinct 

populations of pMEA-like elements were identified. Phylogenetic analysis of their deduced 

RepAM and TraJ protein sequences revealed clustering with the protein sequences of 

either pMEA300 or pMEA100. The sequences clustering with pMEA300 consisted of 

Australasian strains whereas the pMEA100 cluster originated from European strains. 

These repAM and traJ genes were phylogenetically clearly linked with the 16S rRNA gene 
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of the investigated host strains. Apparently the pMEA-elements mainly coevolved with 

their host in an integrated form, rather than being dispersed via HGT. So far, we have 

not detected repAM and traJ sequences in the few Amycolatopsis strains isolated from 

other locations, notably Egypt 51 and the USA 74 78 79 93 130. Clearly, more Amycolatopsis 

strains from various regions around the world need to be isolated and screened for 

pMEA-like sequences to draw firm conclusions about the geographical distribution and 

spread of pMEA-elements, or to assess whether their diversity is restricted to the two 

described populations.  

 

AICEs are present in diverse actinomycete genera 

Database searches of bacterial genome sequences revealed various putative AICEs in 

several actinomycete genomes and showed that AICEs are present in diverse genera of 

actinomycetes (Fig. 1). Besides the two novel AICEs found in the Sac. erythraea genome, 

our analysis also identified AICEs in the genomes of Frankia alni strain ACN14a 

(AICEFraal5456), and Frankia sp. strain EAN1pec (AICEFranean5323 and 

AICEFranean6303), in the obligate marine species Salinispora arenicola (AICESare1922 

and AICESare1562) and Salinispora tropica (AICEStrop0058), in Streptomyces avermitilis 

(AICESav3708 and AICESav3728) and in Mycobacterium gilvum (AICEMflv3036). 

Interestingly, the two AICEs of S. avermitilis are located in tandem, with AICESav3708 

directly following AICESav3728. This is most likely the result of tandem integration of 

AICESav3728 and AICESav3708 into the “same” Arg-tRNA gene. We propose 

AICESav3728 integrated first into the Arg-tRNA gene, restoring the gene after 

integration, in which AICESav3708 subsequently inserted, leaving a 44 bp att site 

between the two elements.  

Moreover, the genome of S. coelicolor A3(2) contains six pSAM2-like insertions, 

three of which are integrated into a tRNA gene 9. Analysis of these three insertions 

showed that at least two of them are putative functional AICEs, AICESco3250 (14.3 kb) 

and AICESco5349 (21.2 kb) . The third insertion appears to be a remnant of an AICE 

(Sco3997, 11.3 kb, Fig. 1C), encoding a few typical AICE proteins namely integrase, 

excisionase and Kor proteins, but lacking the N-terminal half of the RepSA coding 

sequence. Another pSAM2-like insertion (Sco3937, 10.4 kb, Fig. 1C) is integrated into a 

thiamine biosynthesis gene thiC, instead of a tRNA gene. This insertion encodes a serine 

integrase instead of a tyrosine integrase typical for AICEs that is related (26% identity) 

to a putative integrase of Mycobacterium tuberculosis bacteriophage ΦRv1, but also 

encodes homologues of several pSAM2 proteins. An AICE remnant is also present on the 

Sal. arenicola genome (Sare1208, Fig. 1C). Its size could not be determined, since clear 

attachment sites were missing.  
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Besides relatedness to pSAM2, the S. coelicolor AICEs also contain DNA fragments 

related to those of the pMEA-elements. pMEA100 and pSE211 share a highly similar DNA 

region (62% nucleotide identity) that consists of three genes, encoding a metal-

dependent phosphohydrolase (Mdp) (65% aa identity), a Nudix hydrolase (Nud) (75% aa 

identity) and a HTH–XRE motif containing regulatory protein (58% aa identity). Highly 

similar gene clusters are also present in AICESco5349 of S. coelicolor, AICEFranean6100 

of Frankia EAN1pec, and AICEMflv3036 of Myc. gilvum PYR-GCK, and in several 

actinomycete genomes, such as Nocardia farcinica IFM 10152 and Frankia sp. ClI3, and 

in a number of Mycobacterium genomes (data not shown). Further analysis of the 

regions flanking these Mycobacterium genomic gene clusters showed that they are often 

part of a larger pSAM2-related gene cluster consisting of repSA, traSA, pra, xre, nud, and 

mdp homologues, and could therefore be remnants of AICEs. The high similarity between 

the gene clusters on several Mycobacterium genomes and AICE genes indicates that 

these genes have a common origin. Conceivably, exchange of DNA has occurred between 

the different actinomycete genera, possibly mediated by AICEs.  

 

An eye-catching feature of the AICEs is their conserved modular organisation. Four 

functional modules can be distinguished, of which the replication and excision/integration 

modules most likely originated from bacteriophages and the regulatory and conjugation 

modules from bacteria or plasmids. Despite the highly conserved modular structure of 

these AICEs, within each module a large number of rearrangements can be observed 

with genes conserved in function but of different phylogenetic descent, especially those 

involved in autonomous replication. This suggests that the elements either have a 

different origin but evolved to functional similar elements (convergent evolution), or that 

the elements had a common ancestor from which they diverged early in the evolution of 

these elements. Within this very complex organisation several highly similar genes and 

gene clusters were identified on a number of elements, such as the integrases of 

pMEA100, pSE211 and pSE101 and the mdp-nud-xre cluster on several pMEA-elements 

and other AICEs, indicating recent exchange of genetic material between the different 

AICEs. The rearrangements and apparent exchange of genes between the different AICEs 

suggest that these elements are continuously subject to HGT between different genera 

within the actinomycetes.  
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Fig. 1. Structural organisation of (A) previously characterised and sequenced AICEs: pMEA100 of A. 

mediterranei; pMEA300 of A. methanolica; pSE211 of Sac. erythraea NRRL23338; pSAM2 of S. ambofaciens; 

pMR2 of M. rosaria; SLP1 of S. coelicolor A3(2); pSE101 of Sac. erythraea NRRL23338 (B) newly found AICEs: 

pSE101 and pSE222 of Sac. erythraea NRRL23338; AICESav3728 and AICESav3708 of S. avermitilis MA-4680; 

AICESco3250 and AICESco5349 of S. coelicolor A3(2); AICEMflv3036 of Myc. gilvum PYR-GCK; 

AICEFranean5323 and AICEFranean6303 of Frankia sp. strain EAN1pec; AICEFraal5456 of F. alni ACN14a; 

AICESare1562 and AICESare1922 of Sal. arenicola CNS205; AICEStrop0058 of Sal. tropica CNB-440. (C) AICE-

remnants: Sare1208 of Sal. arenicola CNS205; Sco3997 of S. coelicolor A3(2); insertion Sco3937 of S. 

coelicolor A3(2). All newly found elements were named after the locus tag of their integrase gene. The prefixes 

of locus tags of the AICEs of Sac. erythraea NRRL23338 (SACE), S. coelicolor A3(2) (SCO), S. avermitilis MA-

4680 (SAV), Frankia sp. strain EAN1pec (Franean), F. alni ACN14a (FRAAL), Sal. arenicola CNS205 (Sare), Sal. 

tropica CNB-440 (Strop), and Myc. gilvum PYR-GCK (Mflv) were left out for clarity. The size of the elements and 

the tRNA gene in which the elements are inserted are indicated below the element name at the right. Colour 

coding: orange, genes and sites involved in excision/integration; dark yellow, genes most likely involved in 

replication and its control; dark yellow with vertical black lines, repAM genes; dark yellow with vertical red 

lines, repSA genes; red bar, pMEA-specific hairpin structure; blue, putative conjugation genes; dark blue, 

putative main transfer genes; lime, putative regulatory genes; dark green, Nudix hydrolase genes; white, orfs 

with unknown functions; arrows with diagonal black lines, orfs with G+C content < 55%; pink, transposons 

(tn), IS-elements (IS), and pseudogenes (ps); lavender with white diagonal lines, genes encoding DNA 

primase/polymerase (Prim-pol) proteins; red, genes with annotated function: gltA, glycosyltransferase; hnh, 

HNH-endonuclease signature; aph, aminoglycoside phosphotransferase; flav, flavoprotein; re, predicted 

restriction endonuclease; phd, encoding prevent-host-death family protein; thio, thioesterase superfamily 

protein; exp, predicted RND superfamily drug exporter; pept, peptidase C14 caspase catalytic subunit p20; 

HAD, HAD-superfamily hydrolase subfamily IA; ich, isochorismatase hydrolase; dprA; encoding DNA-protecting 

protein; rni, ribonuclease inhibitor; thiC, thiamine biosynthetic gene. The following colours correspond to genes 

shared by two or more elements, lavender, pMEA100, pSE211, SLP1, AICESco5349, AICESare1922, 

AICEStrop0058, Sare1208; grey, pSE222, AICESare1562, AICESare1922, AICEStrop0058; bright yellow 

(GGDEF-domain), pSE211, pSAM2, AICESco5349, AICESare1562; light blue, pSE101, pSE102, pSE222; bright 

green (single-stranded binding protein), pMEA100 and pSE222; plum, pSE211, pSE222; black, AICESare1562, 

AICESare1922, Sare1208; arrows with black confetti; highly similar protein clusters on AICESco3250 and 

Sco3997. Grey band between pSE101 and pSE102 indicates a highly similar DNA region. Black arrow head 

indicates partial protein coding sequence and back diagonal bar indicates a frameshift. The shared att site 

located between AICESco3708 and AICESco3728 is highlighted in both elements. Fig. 1 was taken from te Poele 

et al. (2008). 

 

Furthermore, the conserved modules are frequently flanked by highly variable regions, 

often with a significantly lower G+C content and encompass transposases and encode 

non-actinomycete proteins. For example, pSE222 contains a gene with a considerable 

lower G+C content of 51% than the average 66.3%, and its protein product (349 aa) 

shows 27% (85/310) and 30% (58/189) identity to conserved hypothetical proteins 

(ZP_01980106; ZP_01705385) of the γ-proteobacteria Vibrio cholerae MZO-2 and 

Shewanella putrefaciens 200. The gene SCO5329 (52% G+C) of AICESco5349 (65% 

G+C) is 28% (155/549) identical to a hypothetical protein (NP_463839) of the food-

borne pathogen Listeria monocytogenes EGD-e. This indicates that AICEs may also 

mediate genetic exchange outside of the actinomycetes. However, clear AICE 
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homologues have not been found in non-actinomycetes on basis of current sequence 

data. Alternatively, the low G+C DNA may also have been acquired from an actinophage 

with a low G+C content. 

 

AICEs are widely distributed amongst actinomycetes, but the RepAM based pMEA-

elements were only found in Amycolatopsis and the closely related genus 

Saccharopolyspora, except for the RepAM-based AICE remnant in Sal. arenicola. The 

RepAM homologue of Myc. tuberculosis is part of a prophage ΦRv2, and analysis of the 

genes flanking the RepAM homologues in the other two Mycobacterium genomes 

suggests that they are prophage-related as well. Furthermore, the observation that the 

two isolated integrative elements pMEA100 and pMEA300 can only be transferred into 

their own (pMEA-free) host strains and cannot be exchanged (H. Kloosterman and E.M. 

te Poele, unpublished results) supports the small host range of pMEA-elements. 

The host range of AICEs may depend on both its replication and integration 

machinery. Autonomous replication is required for conjugal transfer of the AICEs, as 

shown for pSAM2 44 127. The excised element replicates in the donor and after conjugal 

transfer replicates and spreads within the recipient mycelium 113. Integration of the 

element in the recipient chromosome requires the presence of a suitable integration site. 

Although RepAM-based pMEA-elements may be able to transfer to other species outside 

the host range, once inside the recipient strain these elements may not be able to 

establish themselves properly because of the inability to replicate and subsequently 

spread within the mycelium.  

 AICEs encoding a Rep protein related to RepSA of pSAM2 of Streptomyces 

ambofaciens on the other hand, were found to be widely distributed within the 

actinomycetes. These newly found AICEs were, in addition to other species of 

Streptomyces also present in several less closely related actinomycete genera from other 

suborders, i.e. Mycobacterium, Frankia and Salinispora, indicating that RepSA-based 

AICEs have a broader host range than the pMEA-elements and may disperse to other 

genera in several suborders. 

The host range of AICEs is also dependent on the integration system, although it 

may be broader than the host range for autonomous replication 88. AICEs integrate site-

specifically into tRNA genes, which are highly conserved within the actinomycetes. 

pSAM2 has been shown to integrate site-specifically in tRNA genes of many other 

Streptomyces species 16 71 and vectors based on the pSAM2 integration system integrated 

in a Pro-tRNA gene in Mycobacterium smegmatis 88 122. Furthermore, unlike phage 

lambda, which requires an integration host factor (IHF) for integration 37, AICEs appear 

not to require host factors for integration 63 114, making them less dependent on the host 

for integration.  
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AICEs as modulators of host genome diversity and their role in HGT 

Despite new insights into the replication mechanism of pMEA-elements, the eco-

physiological role of pMEA300 and other AICEs is still unclear. A comparison of the wild 

type A. methanolica (containing pMEA300) with its pMEA300-lacking derivative strain 

WV1 revealed no significant differences with respect to growth rate, biofilm formation or 

sporulation (E.M. te Poele, unpublished results; Vrijbloed et al., 1995 147). Experiments in 

which both wild type and WV1 were incubated in soil in order to mimic its natural 

ecosystem also did not reveal significant differences in growth characteristics or fitness 

(I. Dinkla and E.M.H Wellington, pers. comm.). The previously suggested involvement of 

pMEA300 as a modulator of mutation frequency 145 could not be conclusively proven. 

Nevertheless, the rearrangements and apparent exchange of genes between the 

different AICEs suggest that these elements are continuously subject to horizontal gene 

transfer between different actinomycete genera and are likely to play an important role in 

genome plasticity of the host in which they reside. 

A strong indication for their role in affecting genome plasticity comes from the 

observation that several AICEs contain more genes than strictly required for maintenance 

and transfer of the elements. The majority of these genes are located on a highly 

variable region that flanks the conserved modules. For most of these additional genes it 

is not directly clear whether, and how, they can be beneficial to the host strain. Rather, 

these additional genes may be remnants of previous chromosomal reorganisation events. 

At this moment we can not reconstruct the actual events leading to the rearrangements, 

which by themselves may be beneficial to the host.  

Additional indications for the involvement of AICEs in genome rearrangements and 

HGT events come from the analysis of several related actinomycete genomes. The S. 

coelicolor genome contains several potentially horizontally acquired insertions 9. Several 

of the insertions present in the central core region are absent from the highly syntenic 

core regions of S. ambofaciens and S. lividans, showing that these regions have a 

relatively recent origin in S. coelicolor 28 58. The elements AICESco3250 and AICESco5349 

represent two such horizontally acquired insertions in the S. coelicolor genome. 

Interestingly, AICESco3250 directly flanks the calcium-dependent antibiotic (CDA) 

biosynthetic gene cluster and AICESco5349 is adjacent to the whiE cluster 9 encoding the 

biosynthetic enzymes for the grey polyketide spore pigment 31. These two AICEs are 

absent in S. lividans and the S. ambofaciens genome lacks the CDA cluster and also the 

complete region containing the whiE cluster and AICESco5349. Possibly, these AICEs 

were associated with the acquisition of these secondary metabolite clusters in S. 

coelicolor. The suggestion that the whiE cluster has a recent origin in S. coelicolor is 

substantiated by findings of Metsa-Ketela et al. (2002). They observed that the whiE 
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sequences of several streptomycetes did not share the same phylogeny as the 16s rRNA 

genes, which is suggestive of horizontal transfer. 

Furthermore, the S. coelicolor variable arm region contains a large 153 kb 

genomic island (SCO6806-SCO6953) consisting of multiple insertions. It contains IS-

elements and numerous genes involved in various modes of microbial defence, such as 

several polyketide synthase genes, two DNA methylase genes, genes similar to several 

multi-drug efflux transporters and arsenic resistance genes 9 58. This fitness island is 

flanked by a 43 bp direct repeat one of which is located within the 3’ end of the Pro-

tRNA. The tRNA gene is directly downstream of an integrase that is highly similar (69%) 

to the integrase of pSE222. Conceivably, an AICE was involved in the acquisition of this 

island and may have been subject to multiple additional insertions. 

 As noted before, actinomycetes are the most important bacterial producers of 

bioactive secondary metabolites and notably antibiotics. In addition to genes involved in 

antibiotic biosynthesis, these strains often carry resistance genes such as APHs, to 

protect themselves against the antibiotics they produce. Interestingly, pSE102 encodes a 

putative APH. Related proteins (31 – 37% identity) are also encoded by the large 153 kb 

genomic island of S. coelicolor (SCO6951) and by the RepAM-based AICE remnant of Sal. 

arenicola (Sare_1225). The observation that putative antibiotic resistance genes are 

associated with AICEs is one of the first examples of the possible role of AICEs in spread 

of antibiotic resistance via HGT, at least between actinomycetes.  

 

It is clear from the above that our knowledge about AICEs is still far from complete. 

Novel elements are being identified continually especially thanks to the large number of 

genome sequences that are now being resolved. Especially the isolation of a large 

number of closely related species and analysis of their integrative elements will be of 

great value to understand the processes that have lead to the current diversity in 

integrative elements and the effects that these elements may have on the host genome 

plasticity and therefore on the evolution of actinomycetes. 




